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Introduction 
 
The modern ghost story developed late in the nineteenth century. Belief in ghosts 
and similar spectral manifestations was common. It had its own purpose as it acted 
on the personal emotions of characters, and apparitions and ghosts would take 
pleasure in inflicting pain on their victims. Ghost stories have continued to be 
popular throughout the twentieth century. Modern and postmodern forays into the 
art of fiction have made the gothic a respectable genre. Being a representative 
postmodern gothic novelist, Angela Carter (1940-1992) has been approached by 
many critics in different ways. 
The mid-60s to mid-70s served as Carter‟s apprenticeship to literature. 
Three of her first five novels are set in London populated with post-Beat 
Generation deadbeats and described with grotesque gothic flourishes. The counter-
culture of Shadow Dance, her first novel, reveals a malignant, magnificiently 
bizzare amoral protagonist who has, before the novel begins, disfigured his 
gorgeous girlfriend. She commits a murder at the end of the novel. As strange 
events and bizzare characters are quite common in it, most reviewers dismiss her 
as an author who had read too much Carson McCullers. Carter‟s bemusement is 
endearing, even comical, for she seems genuinely unaware of her knack, even 
early on, for the stylization of familiar elements into symbols of both the dark and 
the grotesque.     
If these books constituted Carter‟s only works, she would no doubt be 
remembered today as a disturbing writer of gothic psychodramas, a minor but 
interesting talent, along the lines of a Walter de la Mare. However, she reinvented 
herself between 1969 and 1972, with a deeper focus on her failed marriage and 
three years spent in Japan. In Japan, she became a radicalized person and realized 
what it meant to be a woman. While there, she also met many French surrealists, 
who had fled their government‟s 1968 crackdown. From these cultural, personal 
and philosphical contacts, she emerged as a much different writer who was more 
determined, more of a feminist, and a more accomplished stylist. Between 1972 and 
1977, she authored The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, the uneven 
but seminal Fireworks, and the incendiary The Passion of New Eve. Preceding 
these books came Heroes and Villains (1969). It is a kind of fictional laboratory 
erected to discuss and critique the writings of Rousseau. It is a didactic, post-
cataclysm novel in which characters are divided into savages and professors. As 
previously noted, her other novels had been set in contemporary London, and the 
events described, although often outrageous, remained within the realm of 
possibility. Heroes and Villains represented a significant break as it did not have 
even a semblance of reality. Later she published one more novel Love which fits 
comfortably into her former canon in which she would rarely thereafter be bound 
by the dictates of the here-and-now and, as a result, her works presented the gothic 
from a more comprehensive perspective. 
Many books and essays have been written on Angela Cater‟s novels. The 
essay entitled “ Flesh and the mirror” (1964) by Loma Sage comments on her 
works and compares her with  Margaret Atwood, Robert Coover, Hermione Lee, 
and Marina Warner. The general view they offer is that Carter is one of the most 
spellbinding writers of her generation. The Infernal Desires of Angela Carter: 
Fiction, Feminity, Femeinisim (1977) by Joseph Bristow is a lively collection of 
essays accounting for many aspects of contemporary feminist theory. It depicts 
Carter as an author renowned for her wit and most gifted subversive tendencies. 
In her book The Magic Toyshop (1992), Serena Trowbridge describes 
Angela Carter‟s fiction in terms of generic distinctions. She finds that her novels 
contain magic realism and feminism. She further says that the author grew up 
surrounded by strong women who appealed to her for several things. Alison 
Easton in his book Angela Carter: Contemporary Critical Essays (2000) explores 
her as one of Britian‟s most exciting contemporary authors, particularly with her 
fantastical fictions and her feminist political essays on sex, gender and class. 
Similarly Charlotte Crofts in her book Anagrams of Desire (2003) discusses The 
Magic Toyshop and The Company of Wolves (1984) critically. Mine Ozyurt Kilie 
of Bilkenet University highlights the role of women in Nights at the Circus with 
reference to Plato‟s Phaedrus 
As no critic has examined her works in an exclusively gothic frame of 
reference, it has been my endeavour to explore this aspect of her two selected 
novels entitled The Magic Toyshop and Nights at the Circus. This dissertation is 
divided into three chapters, besides an introduction and a conclusion. The study 
shows how she revived the gothic tradition. In the first chapter titled “Gothic 
Tradition: An Overview” an attempt has been made to give a history of the gothic 
from its origin upto the postmodern era. The second chapter titled “The Magic 
Toyshop: A Critique of Oppressive Power” shows how she rejuvenates the gothic 
tradition by incorporating modern as well as postmodern themes of male-
oppression and feminism. In the third chapter “Nights at the Circus: Blurred 
Echoes” she has  rekindled the conventions of the gothic by experimenting with a 
horrific gothic heroine, Fevvers with wings and a strange power to make rivers 
part, frogs fall in showers and wars unleash in the postmodern age of blurred 
voices.   
             On the whole, a textual analysis of the selected novels has been done to 
project her as a typical postmodern gothic writer. Almost all the revelant sources 
available on the topic have been collected and classified in order to contextualize 
her position as the practioner of a particular genre. A thorough analysis of the 
motifs operative in the texts has been done to assess the multiplicity of registers 
involved in their construction. In this connection, secondary sources, online 
material, periodicals, and magazines have been taken into consideration to 
substantiate the study. Credibilty and incredibilty of the texts and their 
ramifications for interpretation have also been looked into to assess their 
representative character.                                   
                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter I 
Gothic Tradition: An Overview 
 
Frightening and horrifying stories of various kinds have been told in all ages. In 
literature such stories are generally designated as „gothic‟. As a genre, the history 
of gothic short stories and novels is very long and its practitioners form a class of 
their own. While dealing with the novels designated as gothic, it is appropriate to 
define the word gothic. In her thesis on Ann Radcliffe and Gothic Fiction, Linda R 
Koenig says that it has a somewhat complicated history. It is believed to have 
originated from a Germanic tribe which had invaded England once. Actually called 
Jutes, the tribe was mistakenly identified with the Goths by 17
th
 century 
antiquarians and was often associated with things that were barbaric, uncouth and 
rude. Extravagence, superstition, fancy and wildness were considered as its 
essential characterictics.  Fred Botting argues that the gothic can be seen as a 
reaction to the Enlightenment because rationalism had even displaced religion as a 
means through which it explained the world and the supernatural phenomena. 
Gothic works, with their disturbing ambiguities, were instruments to explain and 
debate that which Enlightenment had left unexplained. 
In England, Horace Walpole published the first gothic novel entitled The 
Castle of Otranto (1764) .Often regarded as father of gothic novel, he did not use 
the word „gothic‟ himself to define the kind of story he had written. Perhaps the 
term gothic story had not yet been invented. But it is quite interesting to note that 
in The Monthly Review (1765), a critic wrote a review on gothic fiction which 
clearly indicates that the term must have been in use when the first edition of The 
Castle of Otranto was released. Walpole presumably borrowed the term from the 
critics and in his second preface to the novel he proclaimed himself as an inventor 
of a new genre. He observes, 
It was an attempt to blend two kinds of romance, the ancient and the modern. In the 
former all was imagination and improbability; in the latter, nature is always intended to 
be, and sometimes has been, copied with success. 
(Peter 1986: 43) 
  Walpole‟s second preface is thus significant as it outlines the roots of the 
gothic and tries to define some of its key features and ambitions. Nonetheless 
readers found The Castle of Otranto electrifyingly original and thrillingly 
suspenseful. Its remote setting, use of the supernatural and medieval trappings 
have been so frequently imitated that they have become stereotypes. The novel 
was so enormously popular that it was quickly imitated by other novelists like Ann 
Radcliffe and Matthew Lewis. Being the most popular and best paid novelist of 
eighteenth century England, Ann Radcliffe employed the technique of the 
supernatural in which every happening is traced back to primary causes. Among 
other elements, Radcliffe also introduced the brooding figure of a gothic villain. 
By providing an aesthetic for the genre in an influential essay “On the 
Supernatural in Poetry”, she examines the distinction and correlation between 
horror and terror in gothic fiction. Her best works, A Sicilian Romance (1790), The 
Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) and The Italian (1797) still have the ability to 
enthrall readers. Radcliffe has also the distinction of being a representative of the 
female gothic tradition. She generally represents fears about women‟s entrapment 
within domestic spaces and anxieties about birth. Along with her, other female 
gothic writers like Clara Reeve and Sophia Lee contributed substantially to its 
development. Clara Reeve‟s The Old English Baron (1777) and Sophia Lee‟s The 
Recess (1785) are particularly interesting from a feminist point of view.                   
    On the other hand, Mary Shelley‟s Frankenstein, or The Modern 
Prometheus (1818) presented the theme of the dangers of science and created a 
preoccupied scientist, who was to grow into a mad scientist, and the most typical 
monster. Frankenstein is dubbed as the first science fiction novel, but she thought 
she was writing a novel of terror. Her novel was followed by Charles Robert 
Maturin‟s Melmoth the Wanderer in 1820 which marks the end of the classic 
gothic novel. He has shown a character, Melmoth working under extreme 
psychological and physical conditions. Having sold his soul to the devil to live one 
hundred fifty years, Melmoth goes out to find someone else to take his place. The 
novel is powerful and truely one of the great tales of mystery and terror. 
Here it would not be out of place to mention that some romantic poets also 
made a significant contribution to the gothic genre. In Coleridge‟s The Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner and Christabel and Keats‟ La Belle Dame sans Merci (1819) and 
Isabella, or The Pot of Basil (1820) fairylike, otherworldly ladies have been 
portrayed to create a mysterious environment to inspire awe and wonder. In The 
Pot of Basil, the names of characters, the dream visions and the frightening 
physical details had an impact on the novels that followed. Percy Bysshe Shelley 
brought out his first gothic novel, Zastrozzi in 1810. It is about an outlaw obsessed 
with revenge against his father and half-brother. Shelley‟s second gothic novel St 
Irvyne or The Rosicrucian (1811) is about an alchemist who looks around to 
bestow the secret of immortality on humans.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Lord Byron‟s romantic adventures provided the archetype of the Byronic hero. 
Byron features under the code name of Lord Ruthven in Lady Caroline‟s gothic 
novel entitled Glenarvon (1816). Byron also hosted the celebrated ghost-story 
competition with Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Shelley, and John William Polidori 
at his Villa Diodati on the banks of Lake Geneva in the summer of 1816. This 
ocassion was productive in the sense that  both Mary Shelley‟s Frankenstein 
(1818) and Polidori‟s The Vampyre (1819) turned out to be influential works of 
fiction ever written and generated a craze for ghost stories and  vampire fiction  
which has not stopped to this day. 
In the Victorian era, however, the genre was overtaken by the success of the 
historical romance which was made famous by Sir Walter Scott. But, in so many 
ways, it was now entering its most creative phase. Only in the recent past, readers 
and critics have started giving a second thought to a number of earlier overlooked 
dreadful serial fictions by such authors as G W M Reynolds who wrote a trilogy of 
gothic horror novels: Faust (1846), Wagner the Wehr-wolf (1847), and The 
Necromancer (1857). Reynolds also authored The Mysteries of London which 
introduces a new Victorian gothic setting, an area within which interesting 
connections can be made with the readings of the work of Dickens and others. 
Another famous work of this era was the anonymously authored Varney the 
Vampire (1847). 
  After this the gothic tradition was perpetuated by the Bronte Sisters. Emily 
Bronte‟s Wuthering Heights (1847) takes the gothic to the forbidding Yorkshire 
Moors and features ghostly appearances and a Byronic hero in the person of  
demonic Heathcliff while Charlotte Bronte‟s Jane Eyre (1847) and The 
Madwoman in the Attic are cast in the gothic mould. Their novels are seen by some 
feminist critics as prime examples of female protagonists, exploring woman‟s 
inner complexes and subjection to patriarchal authority and the wrong and 
dangerous attempts to overthrow and escape restrictions. Charlotte‟s Jane and 
Emily‟s Cathy are both examples of female protagonists in such a role. A Long 
Fatal Love Chase written in 1866, but published in 1995 by Louisa May Alcott is 
also an interesting illustration of this subgenre. 
  Later, Elizabeth Gaskell in her tales like “The Doom of the Griffiths” 
(1858), “Lois the Witch”, and “The Grey Woman” accounts for the power of 
ancestral sins to curse future generations. Similarly, Walpole‟s Otranto and 
Radcliffe‟s Udolpho present gloomy villains, forbidding mansions and persecuted 
heroines to defamilarize the reader.  Mainstream writers, like Charles Dickens, 
who read gothic novels as a teenager, blended the dull and dark atmosphere of the 
gothic with sensation in order to lend them a more modern touch. The urban 
settings of  Oliver Twist (1837-8), Bleak House (1854), Mighall (2003) and Great 
Expectations (1860-61) point to a wealthy, ordered and thriving civlization next to 
disorder and barbarity of the poor within the same metropolis. Bleak House in 
particular is credited with the incorporation of urban fog to the novel, which 
became a frequent characteristic of urban gothic literature. His most explicitly 
gothic work is his last novel The Mystery of Edwin Drood (1870). The mood and 
themes of the gothic novel held a particular fascination for the Victorians with 
their dreadful obsession of mourning rituals and mortality.  
In 1880s, there was a revival of gothic genre as a powerful literary form, 
which novelised contemporary fears like ethical degeneration and put a question 
mark on the social structures of the time. The finest works of this urban gothic are 
Robert Louis Stevenson‟s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), Oscar 
Wilde‟s The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891), George du Maurier‟s Trilby (1894), 
Richard Marsh‟s The Beetle: A Mystery (1897), Henry James‟s The Turn of the 
Screw (1898), and the stories of Arthur Machen. The most acclaimed gothic villain 
ever, Count Dracula, was the creation of Bram Stoker in his novel Dracula (1897). 
The novel is an often-quoted work because of its macabre and strange story. 
Due to abundance, stereotypes and unreasonableness, the gothic novel 
became a rich territory for satire. The most well-known  parody of the gothic is 
Jane Austen‟s novel Northanger Abbey (1818) in which the innocent protagonist, 
after reading too much gothic fiction, thinks herself to be a heroine of a Radcliffian 
romance and imagines murder and villainy on every side, though the truth turns 
out to be dull and monotonous. Another example of gothic parody in the same tone 
is The Heroine (1813) by Eaton Stannard Barrett. In it there is a female 
protagonist, who has a history of novel-reading, fancies herself as the heroine of a 
gothic romance. She feels and imitates reality in the form of stereotypes and plot 
structures of the gothic novel, resulting in a series of absurd events and finally a 
catastrophe. 
In the twentieth century a whole host of English writers wrote gothic novels. 
Prominent among them are Algernon Blackwood, William Hope Hodgson, M R 
James, Hugh Walpole and Marjorie Bowen. In America too the pulp magazine not 
only reprinted classic gothic horror tales of the former century but also stories 
written by contemporary writers. From this, the gothic genre paved way to modern 
horror fiction, considered by some literary critics as a branch of the gothic while 
others use the term to envelop the whole genre. Then from 1970s onwards, new 
gothic romances were made popular by authors such as, Phyllis A Whitney, Joan 
Aiken, Dorothy Eden, Victoria Holt, Barbara Michaels, Mary Stewart, and Jill 
Tattersall. They depicted terror-striken woman elegantly dressed living in gloomy 
castles. These authors were mostly women, which lend a new impetus to feminism 
in postmodern conditions.   
The gothic critically got engaged with postmodernism after 1970s. The 
postmodern era seems suited to the gothic as it questioned the rational world. And 
among those writers who have been writing in this neo-gothic mode, Angela 
Carter enjoys a particular position. She is not a „horror‟ writer and is sceptical 
about certain aspects of postmodernism. She is more bothered about female 
victims who are unable to reconcile and live in harmony with their aggressors. 
Apart from her other novels, The Magic Toyshop and Nights at the Circus 
particularly focus on the plight of her heroines in utterly bizarre postmodern 
conditions. In this connection, she draws on many disciplines and sub-genres in 
her narratives: romance, fairytale, science fiction, folklore and the gothic.  
The re-emergence of the gothic mode in the last three decades of the 
twentieth century can be seen as part of the revival of the marginalized sub-genres 
of the past during the post-modern era. Carter uses gothic characters and themes in 
her works to explore one of the main issues of the century: the role of women in 
society and the relationship between the sexes. In fact, from the beginning of the 
development of the genre in the eighteenth century, writers have used the potential 
of the gothic to address feminist issues. The heroines of Carter‟s stories take 
different roles: marionettes, damsels in distress, monsters, and vampires.  
Carter‟s novels are characterized by different terms like fantasy, fiction, 
magic realism, postmodernist literature, science fiction, feminist writing and fairy 
tale. She can be called Foucauldian when she examines discourses of power in a 
male-dominated society. When she explores class privilege and British 
Imperialism and capitalism in her works, her Marxist tendencies are revealed. Last 
but not the least, she is a feminist when she challenges social structures of a 
patriarchal society which represses and marginalizes women. One of the 
interesting aspects of Carter‟s fiction, which has not been explored as extensively 
as the other features of her work, is the gothic. The use of gothic in Carter‟s works 
can be seen as a strategy to revive the marginalized subgenres of the past in the 
post-modern era. Her own comments in this regard are very illuminating. In the 
„Afterword‟ to Fireworks (1974), she says: “We live in Gothic times” (Carter 
1974:122 ). In this new age, the nearly forgotten forms of the past substitute their 
canonized counterparts. Carter goes on to say, 
Though it took me a long time to realize why I like them, I‟d always been fond of Poe 
and Hoffman... The gothic tradition in which Poe writes grandly ignores the value 
systems of our institutions; it deals entirely with the profane. Its great themes are incest 
and cannibalism... Its characters and events are exaggerated beyond reality to become 
symbols, ideas, passions….style will tend to be ornate, unnatural and thus operate against 
the perennial human desire to believe the word as fact….The gothic retains a singular 
moral function that of provoking unease. 
(Carter 1974:122) 
In fact, the re-emergence of the gothic in the last decades of the twentieth 
century can be attributed to the destruction of  grand narratives in the post-modern 
era and the removal of boundaries between „high‟ and „low‟ literature. As many 
critics have pointed out, the gothic and the postmodern share many characteristics: 
parody, irony, self-reflexivity, pastiche, intertextuality, identity crisis, 
fragmentation of the self, the breakdown of boundaries between reality and fiction 
and ontological uncertainty. Carter incorporates these features in her work to 
highlight the lack of a single, central truth and the substitution of ordinary, 
everyday material with the uncanny in this brave new world. Beate Neumeier 
states, 
Gothicism in this sense is placed in opposition to mimetic art, to realism and situated 
within the realm of non-mimetic art, of fantasy and the fantastic, areas which have 
always been associated with imagination and desire.                                                                                                     
(Neumeier1996:141) 
Feminist literary criticism offers its own ways of interpreting the 
representation of women in works of art and addresses the issues of women‟s 
suppression in male-centered communities. Munford (2007) quotes Elaine 
Showalter as saying, 
One of the earliest critical manifestations of the change in consciousness that came out of 
the women‟s liberation movement of the late 1960‟s was the theorization of the Female 
Gothic as a genre that expressed women‟s dark protests, fantasies and fears.  
(Rebecca 2007:59) 
The development of such writings can also be seen as postmodernism‟s 
endeavor to break down grand-narratives of the past including patriarchy.  Linda 
Hutcheon, a postmodern critic has postulated that feminist literary theory and 
postmodernism overlap at some points and influence each other. She also believes 
that women writers can question and subvert the way women are represented in 
literary works. Carter‟s work is a hybrid, highly sophisticated one, which cannot 
be described and defined by a single term. Peng (2004) has recognized Carter as a 
„dedicated feminist writer‟ who has been celebrated and questioned for her writing 
on gender performance and sexual politics. She also believes that Carter‟s use of 
gothic tradition plays an important part in her fictional play of sexual identity. Sara 
Gamble (2001) while referring to her feminism, says, 
Carter‟s work has consistently dealt with representation of the physical abuse of women 
in phallocentric cultures, of women alienated from themselves within the male gaze, and 
conversely of women who grab their own sexuality and fight back, of women troubled by 
and even powered by their own violence. 
(Gamble 2001:111)  
Gothic settings, characters and themes are her vehicle of investigation into 
gender relationships in the modern society. As Beate Neumeier (1996) observes,  
Carter‟s use of Gothicism is related to the idea of gender. Whereas earlier Gothic fiction 
shows the materialization of ideas (Frankenstein‟s monster, Dracula), Angela Carter uses 
Gothicism to reveal the process of transformation of human beings, particularly women, 
into symbols and ideas by the process of gender construction.  
(Neumeirer 1996: 49) 
Carter demonstrates that these so-called rebellious women cannot make 
significant change to their socially-constructed identities and characteristics. These 
transgressive roles are just another part of pre-determined, imposed identities 
which others have created for them. Carter‟s women have no choice: they should 
either conform to the social standards or face death and isolation. 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
The Magic Toyshop: 
A Critique of Oppressive Power 
 
relations of domination and subordination define and give rise to a host of critical 
problems in our world. These relations are clearly power-related and provide a 
concrete basis for their study as they operate in actual interactions. Gene Sharp, a 
theorist concerned with addressing the critical problems of our world, identifies 
these as dictatorship, genocide, war and social oppression. However, in his book, 
Social Power and Political Freedom (1980), he is more concerned with social 
oppression, particularly related to gender. Gender relations constitute a deeply-
rooted and pervasive system of oppression created by patriarchy over a long period 
of time. He writes,  
Social power may he briefly defined as the capacity to control the behaviour of others, 
directly or indirectly, through action by groups of people, which action impinges on other 
groups of people. Political power is that kind of social power which is wielded for 
political objectives, especially by governmental institutions or by people in opposition to 
or in support of such institutions. Political power thus refers to the total authority, 
influence, pressure and coercion which may be applied to achieve or prevent the 
implementation of the wishes of the power-holder. 
(Sharp 1980:7-8)  
             Feminists with different political and philosophical commitments were 
influenced by phenomenology, radical feminism, socialist feminism, post-
structuralism and analytic philosophy. They have conceptualized power in different 
ways.  The locus classicus of feminist phenomenological approach to theorizing 
male- domination is Simone de Beauvoir‟s The Second Sex. She has her focus on 
the social, cultural, historical and economic conditions of women that define their 
existence. Her basic diagnosis of women‟s situation derives from the distinction 
between being for itself, self-conscious subjectivity that is capable of freedom and 
transcendence. And being in itself the un-self-conscious things that are incapable of 
freedom and are mired in immanence. She argues that whereas men have assumed 
the status of the transcendent subject, women have been relegated to the status of 
the immanent other. In the Introduction to The Second Sex, she states, 
She is defined and differentiated with reference to man and not he with reference to her; 
she is the incidental, the inessential as opposed to the essential. He is the Subject, he is the 
Absolute — she is the Other. 
(Beauvoir 1949: 22) 
Carter reacts to these versions of power in her unique way and the important 
thing is that she never sees women as victims. In her novels the female characters 
celebrate being women. Her novel Toyshop opens with the heroine Melanie on the 
threshold of becoming a young woman. As she delights in her own realness, she 
says, 
 O, my America, my new found land. She embarked on a tranced voyage, exploring the 
whole of herself, clambering her own mountain ranges, penetrating the moist richness of 
her secret valleys, a physiological Cortez, da Gama or Mungo Park. For hours she stared 
at herself, naked, in the mirror of her wadrobe; she would follow with her finger the 
elegant structure of her rib-cage, where the heart fluttered under the flesh like a bird 
under a blanket, and she would draw down the long line from breast-bone to navel 
(which was a mysterious cavern or grotto), and she would rasp her palms against her 
bud-wing shoulderblades. And then she would writhe about, clasping herself, laughing, 
sometimes doing cart-wheels and handstands out of sheer exhilaration at the supple 
surprise of herself now she was no longer a little girl. 
(Carter 1967: 1)   
In Carter‟s view the male desire dominated the popular imagination and 
accordingly female desire got squeezed, denied, warped and twisted. The Magic 
Toyshop as a critique of the oppressive power of patriarchy regards men as the 
authority within the family and society whereas women are relegated to 
insignificant positions. In all her novels the leading characters are females as they 
are supposed to succeed in constructing their feminity and gendered identities. 
  Carter‟s focus in critiquing the oppressive power of patriarchy is 
represented through the dominant and oppressive character of Uncle Philip. In The 
Magic Toyshop, it is based on the story of Melanie who is forced to leave her home 
along with her two siblings Jonathon and Victoria after the sudden death of her 
parents. She goes to the strange house of her uncle, a puppet maker. There they 
meet other people like the uncle‟s dumb wife, Aunt Margaret and her two brothers, 
Francie and Finn. Interestingly, her encounter with Finn arouses her romantic desire 
and she begins to experience sexually conflicting feelings. 
  Uncle Philip is a dominant victorian patriarch. His brutality and his queer 
puppet shows are estranging.  It is clear from the very beginning that he has a 
tyrannical hold over the household. He aims to turn his unfortunate extended family 
into puppets, and control Melanie‟s sexuality by allowing Finn to rape her and also 
when he gives her a role as a puppet in the Leda and Swan rape scene. The swan 
appears a couple of times in the novel, a myth which she has borrowed from the 
Greeks. 
   In this widely known Greek myth, Zeus visits the girl Leda disguised as a 
swan, seduces her or in a later version rapes her. It is the later version that Carter 
uses in The Magic Toyshop, which is a novel that thrives on intertexuality and 
therefore can be called: “A multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, 
none of them original, blend and clash” (Barthes 1977: 146). 
In this novel, Melanie has to play the role of Leda in a puppet show of her 
adoptive father Uncle Philip. The acting out of the myth is the ultimate imposition 
of Uncle Philip‟s patriarchal will. He even forces Finn, his adoptive son, to practice 
the rape of Leda with Melanie, an order from which one can derive that Philip 
wants to cram his adoptive son Finn to become another representative of patriarchal 
power. In this way Melanie‟s subjectivity is erased as she is inserted into the 
patriarchal order. Jean Wyatt states,  
The exaggerated conventionality of his patriarchal traits suggest that Philip‟s puppet 
workshop represents more than a family business: it doubles as a cultural site where the 
myths that sustain patriarchy are fabricated. 
(Wyatt 2000: 67-68) 
 What is new in this example of his absolute control is that he crosses the 
boundary and tries to dominate Melanie even sexually. Melanie has to play the 
female protagonist in Philip‟s puppet performance of the „Leda and the Swan‟ myth 
and thus finds herself on stage with a fake puppet-swan, controlled by a patriarch, 
The swan settled its belly on her feet. She felt it. Looking up, she could see Uncle Philip 
directing its movements. His mouth gaped open with concentration. … Almighty Jove in 
the form of a swan wreaks his will. Uncle Philip‟s voice, deep and solemn as the notes of 
an organ, moved dark and sonorous against the moaning of the fiddle. The swan made a 
lumpish jump forward and settled on her loins. She thrust with all her force to get rid of it 
but the wings came down all around her like a tent and its head fell forward and nestled 
in her neck. The gilded beak dug deeply into the soft flesh. She screamed, hardly 
realising she was screaming. She was covered completely by the swan but for her kicking 
feet and her screaming face. The obscene swan had mounted her.   
(Carter 1967: 186-187) 
By means of the swan, Philip is able to give vent to his sexual fantasies 
concerning Melanie to rape her, even though the act of the rape is carried out 
indirectly through the swan. This is the most striking example of how he has turned 
Melanie into one of his „puppets‟. Normally she would not have performed in 
Philip‟s play. As a result of the rape scene, Melanie is completely shocked. 
But Carter reverses this myth and once again emphasises the possibility of 
shifting gender roles and hope for a new, hybrid society in which men are equal to 
women instead of „more equal‟. It so happens that  Finn breaks down when he tries 
to follow Uncle Philip‟s orders and starts to practice the rape scene on Melanie, 
after which Melanie has to comfort him, which results in a reversal of traditional 
roles. After the performance of the puppet show, Finn realizes that he has to destroy 
his adoptive father, starting with the destruction of his beloved swan. So he comes 
to Melanie‟s bed for comfort. They soon fall asleep, as brother and sister. So the 
man who was bound to be another representative of patriarchy goes through the 
process of destruction and somehow ends up in the childhood stage, suggesting the 
return of innocence. In this sense, Melanie is forced to be a human puppet to Uncle 
Philip‟s fantasy of power. Carter‟s magical realism has combined both the realistic 
and the fantastic. Her use of mythological references is something which is often 
mistaken for the evidence of her intention to confirm the currently existing power 
dimensions in society instead of denouncing them. But she does not have a simple 
predilection for mythology. She incorporates myths in order to put up resistance 
against patriarchy. She does so only to de-mythologize the foundations on which 
patriarchy is built. She denounces the misconception some people have about her 
fiction that she is in the demythologising business. 
Uncle Philip‟s perversion is pointed out at the moment when he inspects 
Melanie‟s looks before the performance. He is dissatisfied and says that he wanted 
his Leda to be a little girl but her tits are too big. He also tyrannizes his wife, 
Margaret and her two brothers Francie and Finn. Carter tries to tell the readers 
through The Magic Toyshop how Uncle Philip‟s power could turn Melanie into a 
victim and this exposes a kind of bullying male power. In a way Toyshop 
scrutinizes the ways in which masculinity is presented through archetypal 
patriarchs, critiquing constructions of man‟s power over women and the reductive 
power of reductionism. Carter flies in the face of patriarchy, or oppressive male 
power.  
One of the most intriguing aspects of the subject-object relation in The Magic 
Toyshop is how the subject avails himself/herself of the power of „the gaze‟ and 
how it works as a tool to secure the superior position of the subject. Carter‟s most 
distinctly noticeable effect of the gaze is to be found on Melanie.  From the start, 
Finn has his eye on Melanie and it is Finn‟s fancy for Melanie that Carter uses to 
turn the relationship between the two into another power game of the sexes, with 
the gaze as a sign of sexual superiority. As Paulina Palmer states, 
Carter‟s treatment of the motif of the eye is ambiguous in meaning. Her description of 
the peephole which Finn constructs in the wall of his room in order to spy on Melanie 
while she is undressing, introduces the theme of voyeurism. It draws attention to the 
power exerted by the male gaze. The gaze is a practical means for men to impose control 
on women, as well as a symbol of sexual domination. 
(Palmer1987:185-186) 
As Gina Wisker points out: “Melanie designs herself according to the male 
gaze to fulfil her interpretations of various fantasies of women produced by male 
artists and writers” (Wisker 1997: 122). Moreover, Melanie has completely 
internalised the woman‟s role as a wife because for her this seems to be the desired 
and natural role a woman should fill. She says, 
What will happen to me before I die?, she thought. Well, I shall grow up. And get 
married. I hope I get married. Oh, how awful if I don‟t get married.  
  (Carter 1967: 7) 
Since he is the one who gazes at Melanie through the peephole, it is easy to 
look at Finn as another representative of patriarchy and is eager to dethrone his 
superior Uncle Philip. At a certain point in the novel though, Melanie for her part 
discovers the peephole and uses it to look at Finn, who now becomes the object of 
her gaze. She discovers that he hides certain paintings he had made, which are 
demonic portrayals of Uncle Philip. With her gaze she penetrates into his world of 
secrets, which of course makes Finn extremely vulnerable. With Finn in the passive 
position, the traditional gender roles have been reversed. Palmer correctly argues, 
That in her treatment of both motifs Carter indirectly reveals that, despite appearances to 
the contrary, the roles adopted by men and women are, in fact, flexible. They are open to 
change. 
(Palmer 1987: 186) 
In her novels Carter has tried her best to demonstrate the value of certain 
masculine symbols in patriarchal society and has changed the meaning of these 
symbols in order to shift the power dimensions between the two sexes. Through 
meticulous observation Carter found that to confirm and consolidate their position 
in society men have availed themselves of a powerful tool, namely language. Carter 
points out: “Language is power, life and the instrument of culture, the instrument of 
domination and liberation” (Carter 1997:43), a statement which implies that the 
authority vested in language can be deconstructed. It is possible for women to start 
the battle for equality. Language as a domination tool, together with men‟s 
undeniable superior physical force, enabled them to occupy the key positions in 
society, which resulted in the development of patriarchal society.  History is all 
about man‟s story, and she just sits waiting on the alcove at home, roosting with a 
bunch of crying youngsters at her feet. Carter found out that the most efficient way 
to improve the structure on which our current society relies, is first to undermine it, 
for one has to deconstruct before something can be reconstructed. So, in order to 
get to the point of improvement Carter deems it necessary to take up the same 
weapons which were employed to create patriarchy. Most important is the 
appropriation of language, the symbolically charged element „time‟, the male gaze 
and force all of which are to be found in The Magic Toyshop. 
  Extremely important in Angela Carter‟s work is the way she constructs 
relationships between the various characters in her novels. She is able to combine 
the strangest personages with each other without coming across as contrived. She 
puts her finger on the sore spots of society in a wildly imaginative and creative way 
and has a talent for translating the underlying hierarchical structures of reality into a 
fictional, almost magical world, which might well be one of the reasons for Carter‟s 
nickname the „Fairy Queen‟. 
The carefully constructed balance between the various characters each 
occupying a certain position in power hierarchy is apparent in The Magic Toyshop 
like the dominance of Uncle Philip over Melanie, Aunt Margaret, Jonathon, 
Victoria, Finn and Francie. And Finn‟s over Melanie. But each of the characters 
who are being dominated represent a pillar of patriarchal society namely 
enslavement.    
People feeding the patriarchal system have always regarded female sex as 
inferior and it is this unbalanced situation that Carter describes in the swan scene. 
Finn opens the gate of freedom when he does not obey Uncle Philip‟s command to 
rape Melanie. And when he destroys the huge puppet of swan, it is the first battle 
Finn wins in his long war against Uncle Philip as a representative of patriarchy. 
And the termination of a period that seemed to last forever comes to an end with the 
burning of the house, so the liberation of the enslaved. By referring to Christianity 
and sexuality, Carter undermines and ridicules the authority of church for its 
stronghold on patriarchy. 
What Angela Carter tries to do by means of this novel is to change the 
perspective of looking at certain values, opinions and systems, and to escape from 
the overshadowing male presence that has been obscuring female activity for so 
many centuries. Even though there have already been professional female writers 
since the 19th century in England, Carter claims: “The works of writers like Jane 
Austen are basically fictionalised etiquette lessons” (Carter 1997:42). Carter, 
contrary to Jane Austen and others, does succeed in laying bare the underlying 
structure of patriarchal society by showing how gender roles are shifting and by 
encouraging the flexibility of these roles.  
It is clear now that by means of magical realism The Magic Toyshop operates 
exactly to denounce the existing male-female relations, and that Carter tried and 
often succeeded in translating or rewriting history into her story through her 
writing. She does not lapse into an all too radical form of feminism that could 
become dangerously similar to inversing the patriarchal hierarchy.  Although Carter 
might be associated with the imaginative, the magical, and the unbelievable 
because of her at times surrealistic writing style, she has never lost her touch with 
reality. Most of her fiction, if not all, seems to have been written and structured in 
order to convey a particular message concerning reality. Demythologising is her 
main job in order to deconstruct the perspective of patriarchally constructed 
Western society. What really interested her were the existing inequalities in society 
and how to repair them, an interest that made her one of the champions of feminism 
and socialism; both causes for which she painstakingly exerted herself during the 
entire span of her life. 
  In Angela Carter‟s novels we are entranced by her wonderful plotlines, but 
never forget to keep in mind that she was all for putting new wine in old bottles, 
especially if the pressure of the new wine makes the old bottles explode and that 
her mocking iconoclasm is always on the lurk. Another representation of feminity 
is Carter‟s „Puppet-Woman‟ found in the female protagonist of, The Magic 
Toyshop, a story pervaded by a distinctly gothic atmosphere. Both the fifteen-year 
old Melanie and her aunt Margaret can be considered to be representations of 
Carter‟s puppet-type of femininity. An essential characteristic which both female 
characters share is that they can literally be regarded as puppets on strings which 
are controlled by the omnipotent male protagonist in the story, Melanie‟s Uncle 
Philip. Both Melanie and Margaret are completely dominated by Philip and his 
„totalitarian regime‟ and live in fear of his cruel actions, unable to ever freely 
express their own wills or act according to their own wishes. Melanie‟s feelings 
become clear, amongst others, in the following passage, 
She saw her uncle only at mealtimes but his presence, brood-ing and oppressive, filled the 
house. She walked warily as if his colourless eyes were judging and assessing her all the 
time. She trembled involuntarily when she saw him. … She sensed his irrational violence 
in the air about him.  
(Carter 1967: 102-103) 
This aspect of Melanie losing her own identity nicely leads over to the next 
characteristic both female protagonists in The Magic Toyshop share.  It seems that 
both female characters are so much oppressed by Philip, the incarnation of male 
authority, that their personalities slowly fade away. One remarkable example is 
Aunt Margaret‟s dumbness. Thus, the fact of being married to Philip literally turned 
Margaret into a voiceless being, a woman not capable of contradicting her husband. 
Her dumbness is even visualized by the above-mentioned necklace, which seems to 
strangle her and which makes it impossible for her voice to come out. Moreover, 
the loss of her voice implicates the loss of a facet of her personality, as she is hardly 
capable of expressing her thoughts and desires to other people. Thus, the presence 
of her husband Philip severely limits her capabilities as a human being. 
    As Melanie‟s and Margaret‟s personalities are slowly fading away, so is 
their clothing and outer appearance. Particularly interesting is the dress Margaret 
wears and has to wear every Sunday,  
The dress itself was old-fashioned and made of cheap, unyielding woollen material in a 
deadly, flat shade of grey, a shade which was a negation of colour, an annihilation of any 
possibility of prettiness, an ultimately dejected and miserable grey. 
           (Carter 1967: 124) 
 Uncle Philip likes to see his wife in this dress, a dress which expresses her 
lack of joy and happiness, her unfulfilled desires and dreams and the negation of 
her own personality. Every time Margaret puts on this dress, it „sucks out‟ more of 
her individuality. In the same way, her body seems to be worn out by Philip‟s 
constant fight against her personality. Margaret is described as „painfully thin‟, with 
no colour on her lips and cheeks. 
  Another important quality which defines Angela Carter‟s puppet-type 
femininity and which can be found in the characters of Melanie and Margaret is the 
internalisation of traditional role models. Especially for Melanie, traditional roles 
assigned to men and women seem natural; she subconsciously accepts them without 
questioning their rightness. The first incident where this attitude announces itself is 
when Melanie, still at her parent‟s house, poses in front of the mirror, trying to 
imitate certain representations of femininity.   
In addition, she quickly accepts the role of a mother she has to fill after her 
parents died and left Melanie and her younger brother and sister orphaned. She 
thought of herself as a little mother as they sat in the train and Victoria pulled up 
seat cushions to see what lay beneath them and Jonathon studied a diagram of the 
rigging on a schooner. Although this last statement shows that Melanie grasps the 
nature of the situation she finds herself in, she nevertheless has internalised a 
woman‟s role as wife and mother so much that she thinks there is no alternative 
than leaving herself to her fate. Though Melanie has quite concrete ideas of what 
resistance can do, she cannot stop Finn from kissing her. As a result, she could not 
move or speak. Melanie clearly does not want to be kissed by Finn; nevertheless 
she thinks it is her duty as woman to experience and to endure this situation, no 
matter how much disgust and horror this triggers in her. This situation shows 
Melanie‟s fatalism, as she is not capable of believing that there is an alternative to a 
life in which all the rules are laid down by men. Melanie may not appreciate these 
rules, but she nevertheless accepts them and regards them as the natural „status 
quo‟. This also becomes clear when Melanie refrains from talking to anybody about 
the fact that Finn kissed her against her will. She remains silent about the incident 
and thus accepts what she believes to be her natural fate as a woman. 
A last impressive example which shows how both women have internalised 
the traditional roles of men and women appears in the scene in which Melanie asks 
Aunt Margaret for some money in order to buy Christmas presents and he says, 
But he doesn‟t let me have any money, myself. … There is credit at the shops. I don‟t 
really need ready money, you see. And it is his way. She tried to gloss over the 
humiliation of it. I understand, said Melanie. An ancient, female look passed between 
them; they were poor women pensioners, planets round a male sun.      
 (Carter 1967: 157) 
Carter succeeded in laying bare the existent inequalities in society in three 
stages. She started with the imitation of patriarchal society, using the myths and 
symbols that belong to this particular system, since the imitation of masculine 
behaviour representative of patriarchal society is necessary to come to an 
understanding of this society. After imitation came assimilation: Carter 
manipulated the existent myths by attributing masculine characteristics and 
patriarchal symbols to women. This way she created a highly interesting and 
original blend both entertaining and philosophical. Assimilation means that one 
appropriates the tools or weapons if one likes and the attitude of the opponent and 
makes oneself familiar with these elements. Finally, Angela Carter started 
improvising, and tried to erase patriarchal society as it existed when she was in the 
process of writing her novel. By introducing the possibility of shifting gender roles, 
she suggested that a hybrid society a mix of patriarchal and matriarchal elements 
should be called into existence. She managed to clean the slate by burning of the 
house at last in Toyshop. This way she opened the possibility to start building a new 
system from scratch, without as a writer imposing her own ideas too much. She 
leaves the ending of her novels open to interpretation, which makes multiple 
interpretations possible, either optimistic or pessimistic. 
While writers as diverse as Anthony Burgess, Salman Rushdie, and John 
Hawkes expressed great admiration for Carter‟s writing, other reviewers were 
unimpressed, greeting it with incomprehension or revulsion. The elements of the 
fantastic upon which she focused her narratives were confusing and unbelievable to 
many critics. While Carter‟s revisions of traditional fairy tales were lauded overall, 
some commentators have lamented the absence of concrete alternatives for her 
heroines. Such critics argue that because Carter rewrote the tales within their 
original structures, she robbed her protagonists of any real sense of choice and 
actually perpetuated patriarchal precepts. Feminist critics, however, have embraced 
Carter‟s unwavering honesty and commitment to her social and political standards 
in her works. 
 
 
 
 
Chapter III 
Nights at the Circus: 
Blurred Echoes 
 
Postmodernism may be defined as a broad category designating the culture that 
historically extends from the late 1960s to the early twenty-first century. In artistic 
terms, it refers to the characteristic intellectual and aesthetic currents and practices 
in certain works of literature and art which do not privilege one single voice as the 
first or the last semantic marker. The most crucial argument is its uncontainable and 
irreducibly decentered multiplicity of coexisting cognitive and cultural paradigms. 
As none of them is uniquely dominant or central, this decentring, however, operates 
by multicentering. The emergence of many centers and claims including previously 
marginalized fields and groups has paved the way for detotalization resulting in 
blurred voices.   
Blurred voices as a strategy is used by writers to come to grips with the 
postmodern condition. Angela Carter too employs this strategy in her novel Nights 
at the Circus (1984) in particular. As there are some dominant voices and some 
subdued voices, there is no correspondence between them. Different characters 
represent different voices which seem to shake its thematic unity. There is a strong 
element of fantasy, a lot of unrealistic scenes and no ominiscient narrative voice to 
lend them coherence. 
Being a penultimate novel of Angela Carter, Nights at the Circus is wildly 
innovative and has its focus on the protagonist Fevvers, a Cockney artiste, who 
claims to have grown wings. Most critics and reviewers have seen the main thrust 
of the novel to reside in the portrayal of Fevvers as a prototype of the New Woman 
whose wings help her to escape from the nets of a patriarchal nineteenth century 
culture into a twentieth century feminist heaven of freedom. The novel ends with 
Fevvers astride her American lover, Walser, apparently enjoying two triumphs, one 
sexual and the other psychological. Yet when Carter was asked by John Haffenden 
what Fevvers means by this, she replied: “It‟s actually a statement about the nature 
of fiction, about the nature of her narrative” (Carter 1984:90). The more one looks 
closely at this novel, the more one realizes just how literal Carter was in that reply. 
More than any other of her works of fiction, Nights at the Circus takes as its subject 
the hypnotic power of her narrative, the ways in which we construct ourselves and 
our world by narrative means. The materiality of fiction and the fictionality of the 
material world are woven into the contract between the writer and the reader that, 
according to Carter: “Invites the reader to take one further step into the 
functionality of the narrative, instead of coming out of it and looking at it as though 
it were an artefact” (Haffenden 1985: 91).    
Interestingly Nights at the Circus opens with a similar focus on the 
extraordinary nature of the act of narration, 
Lor‟ love you, sir! Fevvers sang out in a voice that clanged like dustbin lids. As to my 
place of birth, why, I first saw the light of day right here in smoky old London, didn‟t I! 
Not billed the „Cockney Venus‟, for nothing, sir, though they could just as well ‟ave 
called me „Helen of the High Wire‟, due to the unusual circumstances in  which I come 
ashore for I never docked via what you might call the normal channels, sir, oh, dear me, 
no; but, just like Helen of Troy, was hatched. 
(Carter1984:7) 
We are plunged straight into the narration of a very unusual narrator whose 
peculiar combination of Cockney English and classical erudition suggests her being 
half human and half mythical, precisely the status of narrative itself. Her voice and 
her origins constitute an anomaly. Like the narrative, she has not come from 
nowhere, but the method of her arrival in the world removes her from the realm of 
the normal. Fevvers disembarks from what Salman Rushdie has called „the Sea of 
Stories.‟ She is at once an original and an already established narrative type or 
actant. As Carter explained: “Fevvers is, fundamentally, the archetypal busty 
blonde: prototypes include Mae West, Diana Dors” (Kemp 1991: 7). 
She originates in the vast narrative storehouse of performing heroines, but 
Carter then grafts onto this model additional characteristics, her wings that belong 
to a quite different stock figure, a goddess or fallen angel or a birdwoman. Both as 
narrator and narrative subject of her own narration, Fevvers is an oxymoron, which 
reflects the contradictory nature of the narrative act. Like a writer, she is a 
performer whose stage performance and narrative act give off the greasy, 
inescapable whiff of stage magic. Like any good artist she is a bit of a confidence 
trickster whose very appeal depends on her being suspect. The possibility that she 
may be a hoax is what draws her audiences, Walser and the reader. In this sense, as 
Michael Bell suggests: “Her very authenticity is a fake” (Bell 1992:30). Even the 
flight of this bird-woman, which has commonly been interpreted as: 
“Predominantly an image of liberation” (Palmer1987: 199), is just as much an 
image of the precarious balancing act in the performance of narration. It is not a 
coincidence that in the introduction to Expletives Deleted (1992), a collection of her 
essays, Carter uses the image of the trapeze artist to characterize narrative: “We 
travel along the thread of narrative like high-wire artistes” (Carter 1993:2). 
Consider Fevvers‟ first attempt at flight from the mantelpiece in the drawing room 
of Ma Nelson‟s brothel when for the shortest moment she hovers before falling flat 
on her face, 
And yet, sir, for however short a while, the air had risen up beneath my adolescent wings 
and denied to me the downward pull of the great, round world, to which, hitherto, all 
human things had necessarily clung. 
(Carter1984:31) 
That feeling of suspense, of being momentarily exempted from the laws of material 
existence, is the narrative effect Carter herself is attempting to create in this novel. 
Narrative temporarily involves a duality or opposition between story time and 
narrative time. Narrators use one time scheme in order to evoke another. What is 
the true significance of the sound of Big Ben striking midnight again and again 
while Fevvers and Lizzie are telling their story? In the Envoi to the novel Fevvers 
admits that she and Lizzie, her cockney step-mother, played a trick on Walser that 
night with the aid of Ma Nelson‟s clock. 
But how could they interfere with the mechanism of Big Ben, at that time the 
time-keeper for the entire civilized world? What she must mean is that they cast a 
narrative spell on him, made him think that the passage of time was put on hold 
when it really was not. For the duration of their story they maintain the illusion that 
time is suspended.  
Big Ben and the external world of normality that it regulates is made 
temporarily to conform to the perpetual midnight recorded on Ma Nelson‟s clock, 
which itself acts as the sign, or signifier of Ma Nelson‟s little private realm. Carter 
writes,  
Where the only permitted hour is the dead centre of the day or night, the shadowless hour, 
the hour of vision and revelation, the still hour in the centre of the storm of time. 
                                                                                 (Carter 1984:29)  
Ma Nelson‟s realm is not just conjured up by an act of narration, but acts as a 
representation of the timeless fictive world created by narration. But the spell is by 
its nature is a temporary one. And Carter positively revels in such temporal 
disruptions.  
So she embraces the postmodern to the extent that it forces the reader into an 
active relationship with the text. In the third section of the novel she even manages 
to construct an internal double time scheme which enables Fevvers and Lizzie to 
observe that in less than a week of their time Walser has managed to grow a long 
beard. Carter might well be parodying the most famous instance of a double time 
scheme in Othello, especially as she twice quotes from this play. Most critics agree 
that the contradictions between short and long time in the play are meant to escape 
the notice of the audience. Carter, by comparison, has Lizzie draw attention to the 
discrepancy in order to demonstrate the power narrative has over our normal sense 
of measurable time in the external world. For a limited duration the imginative 
world of narrative can supplant the dictates of material reality. Imagined time 
coexists in our consciousness with measured time. Neither is more real and each 
has its turn at preeminence. 
Narration, especially oral narration, needs an audience, just as a spectacle or 
performance does. And the audience needs to be kept in suspense until the end of 
the act. Fevvers ruminates,  
Will she reach the other end of the rope? Or, if she falls, will she really be able to use her 
wings to save herself? If she isn‟t suspect, where‟s the controversy? What‟s the news? 
                                                                                 (Carter 1984:11) 
 There is no better person to represent the audience than the sceptic, Walser. 
Just as the larger audience gets its kicks from suspecting that Fevvers the performer 
may be a hoax, so Walser reflects this attitude by suspecting that Fevvers the 
narrator may be a hoax. Like all readers of fiction, Walser has to be lured out of his 
sceptical frame of mind and induced to accept the improbabilities of a world of 
narrative invention. In fact Walser is the representative of the material world in the 
novel that relegates the stuff of fiction to a subordinate role of entertainment. As an 
American reporter, he cultivates the professional necessity to see all and believe 
nothing.   
Fevvers, however, proves more than his match. For all his professional 
detachment, he quickly becomes a prisoner of her voice which was dark, rusty, 
dipping and swooping. Half mythical, she shares with Homer‟s fabulous female 
creatures their hypnotic attraction and their potential destructiveness. Indeed, 
Walser feels half stifled by Fevvers‟ overpowering presence. What he feared is the 
loss of his fragile sense of self, which is also described in terms of the narrative 
pact between writer and reader. There were scarcely any of those 
little, personal touches to his personality, as if his habit of suspending belief 
extended even unto his own being. He adopted an atheistic attitude towards the 
power of the artistic imagination. He stood in opposition to Coleridge‟s and most 
imaginative writers‟ desire to create a semblance of truth sufficient to procure for 
those shadows of the imagination, that willing suspension of disbelief for the 
moment, which constitutes poetic faith. 
Walser does not believe in either Fevvers‟ narrative act or himself. As the 
representative of the sceptical materialistic world, he is shown from the start to be 
flawed by his failure to admit into his life the world of fantasy, dreams and 
invention at least until he meets Fevvers. It is his consequent lack of belief in 
himself that makes him vulnerable to her superior linguistic skills. Fevvers has to 
overcome his scepticism by the sheer power of her rhetoric. Or rather between 
Fevvers and Lizzie because the number of narrators in this novel goes on 
multiplying to unfold the convolutions of their joint stories together. Lizzie is an 
interesting counterpart to Fevvers, a more realist and Marxist narrator risky flights 
of fantasy. Nights at the Circus aspires to be a miniature condensed version of A 
Thousand and One Nights, that classic quintessence of the act and art of narration. 
Fevvers knows as well as Scheherezade that to come to the end of her story is to 
face her own form of death, the death of her heroic persona she has constructed 
within her narrative. So she has to cast a spell over Walser with her voice. 
The voice Carter has asserted: “Is the first instrument of literature; narrative 
precedes text” (Carter 1997: 476). She inherits the spell-binding use of narrative 
from Ma Nelson, the keeper of the brothel which was home to her as a child. She 
bequeaths Fevvers her ceremonial sword that she would sometimes use as a staff 
with which to conduct the revels. Where Ma Nelson conjures up the sexual revels 
that take place in her house of ill fame, Fevvers becomes a different kind of 
„Mistress of the Revels‟, conjuring up with her seemingly magical eloquence the 
spirits and baseless fabric of her vision, her story. Her greatest gift is not her ability 
to fly off the solid ground, but to retell the story of her flights of fancy that leave 
the ground of fact to which Walser is bound by his scepticism. 
However, Walser undergoes his own seachange under the spell of Fevvers‟ 
narrative wand or sword. The relationship between them develops into something 
similar to that between an oral narrator and a writer of narrative. Walser becomes at 
once Fevvers‟ amanuensis and a narrator in his own right. As Part one draws to a 
conclusion he finds himself turning more and more into a recording instrument for 
Fevvers and Lizzie. His desire to shape her narrative to conform to his own ideas of 
narrative reliability gradually succumbs to the force of her torrential narration. The 
distinction soon loses its clarity as it becomes clear that Fevvers needs to blur the 
two voices in order to capture the interest of her audience in her performance, the 
theatrical and the narrative. But the hand that followed their dictations across the 
page obediently as a little dog no longer felt as if it belonged to him because once 
he decided to follow the circus to Russia, his role changed. Fevvers and Lizzie were 
no longer the principal narrators of the story. 
The anonymous third person narrator who is present in Part one takes over 
the main burden of the narration in Part two. Meantime Walser has himself become 
a convert to the world of art. He becomes a performer, an apprentice clown and a 
narrator of events as they unfold. His first attempts at imaginative writing are 
clumsy and stereotyped. His typed despatch back to his editor smacks heavily of 
the overladen style of the travel writer,  
Russia is a sphinx; St Petersburg, the beautiful smile of her face. Petersburg, loveliest of 
all hallucinations, the shimmering mirage in the Northern wilderness glimpsed for a 
breathless second between black forest and the frozen sea. 
(Carter1984:96) 
His narrrative style is no match for Fevvers. His use of language stresses the 
illusionistic element that characterizes all forms of imaginative narration, with its 
references to the solid presence of the city as the loveliest of all hallucinations and a 
mirage. Carter may well have acquired this narrative oscillation from her 
admiration for Poe‟s Gothic horror stories. Like Poe, she invites her readers to 
exercize both their sense of fantasy and fear and their objective critical faculties 
simultaneously. This alternation between immersion in the narrative and 
detachment from it is typical of the way Carter balances the claims of fact and 
fiction throughout the novel. 
The factual is invariably exposed as a flawed account of the totality of human 
experience. Yet once we, like Walser, have been trapped in the dark interior of a 
fictional world such as Ma Nelson‟s or Madame Schreck‟s, Carter lets in the light 
of day to reveal the cheap and sordid props that have been used to create the 
illusion that had us in its grip. Just before the prostitutes abandon Ma Nelson‟s 
house, they open the curtains for the first time since they have been there. The 
luxury of that place had been nothing but illusion, created by the candles of 
midnight.                       
The movement of the novel towards increasingly foreign and remote places 
is accompanied by a movement away from any stable ground of reality and towards 
the ever more fantastic. In part two Carter has described St Petersburg as a very 
elaborately plotted, like a huge circus with the ring in the middle. Having seen the 
circus ring a critic Paulina Palmer says: “With its hierarchy of male performers as 
an effective symbol of the patriarchal social order at the turn of the century” 
(Palmer 1987:198). But it is more than just that. It offers an image of the world at 
large. Its ring is described by Carter as, 
 
The wheel whose end is its beginning, the wheel of fortune, the potter‟s wheel on which 
our clay is formed, the wheel of life on which we are all broken. 
                                                                               (Carter 1984:107)   
The world in its totality can only be comprehended by the use of such literary 
tropes. Like any other artistic performance the circus offers creation of the potter‟s 
wheel and destruction the wheel of the torturer. It can absorb madness and slaughter 
into itself as the clowns can, as the Princess and her tigers can, as the world of art 
and the imagination can.  In this section Walser, no longer just a reporter, finds 
himself drawn into Fevvers‟ ongoing story by a desire for her that has been 
generated by her spellbinding narration of her extravagant past life. Even love can 
owe its origins to the power of narration. When the tiger‟s attack blows Walser‟s 
cover the excuse he offers to Fevvers is that he was there to write a story about her 
and the circus. Walser has become simultaneously a performer in word and deed 
and young Jack, the apprentice-clown. And his new occupation as a performer 
affects his performance as a narrator. 
Looking over his copy for his paper, he realizes the extent to which he has 
been precipitated into the language of hyberbole by his new occupation. Clowning 
with words is now his dual occupation. In effect Walser now recognizes the 
inescapable ambiguity of the langauge he sought to tame and confine to the factual. 
Language juggles with its users as readily as its expert users juggle with it. Walser 
is caught up in the poststructuralist world of signification disseminating without 
end. Nor can his developing sophistication in the use of language be separated from 
his developing maturity as a human being. Dressed in his clown‟s outfit Walser 
could experience the freedom that lied behind the mask, within dissimulation, the 
freedom to juggle with being, and indeed, with the language which was vital to his 
being. 
Narration, then, is no mere escapist fantasy for Carter. We remake ourselves 
by retelling our stories about ourselves better. Walser, however, is a mere amateur 
in a community of professional circus performers. Not only do they outperform him 
in their acts, they also prove superior narrators. Buffo, the chief clown, tells a story 
about a multiple tragedy in his family in which all those he loved were wiped out in 
one fell swoop. When he is forced to perform in the afternoon, his grief-stricken cry 
that he sky is full of blood only produces more gusts of laughter from the audience. 
In introducing it he says that this story is not just told about himself but has been 
told of every Clown since the invention of the desolating profession. He goes on to 
explain to his naive apprentice clown, Walser that his story was not precisely true 
but had the poetic truth of myth and he attached itself to each and every laughter-
maker.  
Stories have their own form of truth and operate independently of their 
tellers, attaching themselves willy-nilly to protagonists of their choice, protagonists 
who fulfil a similar function in different times and places. Buffo here displays a 
sophisticated knowledge of the nature of the narrative act, possibly even an 
acquaintance with the theories of Propp or Greimas, both of whom recognized that 
a particular role oractant in a story can be filled by any number of successive 
characters or acteurs. It is also significant that the clowns‟ function is described in 
such a way in the novel that it exactly parallels that of the tellers of stories, 
Even if the clowns detonated the entire city . . . nothing would really change. Nothing. 
The exploded buildings would float up into the air insubstantial as bubbles, and gently 
waft to earth again on exactly the same places where they had stood before. 
(Carter1984:151) 
As comic performers they parallel Carter‟s own role as narrator of this book 
which she has said was intended as a comic novel. The clown and the comic writer 
are each offered the same mixed blessing. They play at life, creating the illusion 
that life is nothing but play. And yet Carter clearly believes that fiction has more to 
offer than sheer play.  
The circus is filled with performers each of whom has a different way of 
narrating his or her story. There is the Colonel, the comic representative of 
American capitalisman, unceasing player at the Ludic Game. There is the princess 
who never speaks yet whose story nevertheless gets mysteriously told, as the 
narrator is quick to point out. There is Mignon, a waif of a woman, whose fictional 
ancestry derives from Goethe via Alban Berg and whose past profession consisted 
of posing as a dead woman returned to visit her grieving relations, yet another 
variation on the art of artistic illusion. She and the princess end up overcoming their 
language differences by communicating through their music. Once again art proves 
the channnel for the discovery of love. Art may be nothing but illusion; but the 
illusion can be powerful enough to transform the lives of those caught up in it.  
As these story-tellers teach themselves writing in order to be able to write out 
their own contract which gives them an escape clause and a bonus. Carter 
hilariously juxtaposes humans and apes in the scene where an ape-like professor 
gets Walser to strip apart from a dunce‟s hat. Meanwhile the class of apes solemnly 
take notes on his method of voice production to the background accompaniment of 
a strong man‟s accelerating grunts as he reaches orgasm with Mignon. The tragic is 
transformed into the comic as that piece of work, man, makes a fool of himself in 
Walser‟s case, and proves more animalistic than the apes in the strong man‟s case. 
Walser‟s borrowed Shakespearean eloquence only to serve to place him on a lower 
rung of the Chain of Being than the self-educated. 
Narrative can not only stimulate love in those caught in its spell, it can also 
lead to death. Even before much of the circus menage is blown up by rebels in Part 
three. Its final performance in St Petersburg is marred by the princess‟s enforced 
shooting of the jealous tigress, and Walser‟s narrow escape from being slaughtered 
as a chicken by the drink-crazed Buffo. Part two ends with Fevvers‟ as a free 
woman at the hands of the Grand Duke intent on turning her literally into a bird in a 
gilded cage. She brilliantly juxtaposes the exit from the circus of the dead tigress 
and of Fevvers on her way to the Grand Duke. The narrational meaning is clear. 
Fevvers is in danger of meeting the fate similar to that of the tigress, despite the 
glamorous trappings of her carriage. 
 The Grand Duke‟s plan is a typical male attempt at objectification which is 
one more example of the daily victimization of women. But it is equally an attempt 
to freeze Fevvers in her role as freak performer, another object in his collection of 
exquisite miniatures. From the start of the novel Fevvers‟ appeal has been that of a 
spectacle. She owes her independence to others‟ desire to look at her. Fevvers 
comes closest to extinction when the Grand Duke almost succeeds in fixing her for 
ever as an artistic object to be gazed at. In effect he would have robbed her of her 
ability to narrate her own story and to determine her own destiny. The act of 
narration employed is shown to be a self-liberating act.  
The gaze occupies an important place in this book too. In his essay on “The 
Uncanny” Freud first theorized the operation of the gaze as a phallic activity linked 
to the desire for sadistic mastery of the object which is cast as the passive, 
masochistic, feminine victim of the gaze. Carter shows at least some acquaintance 
with the theory, perhaps via Laura Mulvey‟s appropriation of it in her celebrated 
essay on “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.”  She employs it not just to 
exemplify the way the masculine gaze subordinates the woman to his voyeuristic 
needs, but also to demonstrate how the gaze operates in the sado-masochistic 
relationship between writer and reader. In attracting the gaze of others, Fevvers is 
also reflecting the narrator‟s need to command the attention of listeners or readers. 
What she is inviting them to gaze at is the enigma of her status as a performer and 
narrator of her performance. 
The narrative act is filled with dangers. Fevvers‟ attempt to enjoy her as 
spectacle invites more aggressive responses than those of the non-touching curious 
public. Even Walser is seized by a desire to master this riddle and journalistically 
cut her down to size. More threatening are the attempts of Mr Rosencreutz and the 
Grand Duke to appropriate her otherness to themselves, to force her into becoming 
a subordinate part of their story, an exclusive object of their gaze. The gaze 
involves a degree of reciprocity. The writer gazes at the world and then offers the 
world a narrative version of itself to gaze at. This interactive relationship is given 
fictional embodiment in this novel in Section Three where Carter describes the 
establishment by the Countess P, an undiscovered murderess, of a panopticon, a 
prison for condemned murderesses built according to a design first outlined by 
Jeremy Bentham. 
The interaction between the countess and her prisoners parallels that between 
a writer and her readers. In the novel Carter says, 
It was a panopticon she forced them to build, a hollow circle of cells shaped like a 
doughnut, the inward-facing wall of which was composed of grids of steel and, in the 
middle of the roofed, central courtyard, there was a round room surrounded by windows. 
In that room she would sit all day and stare and stare continuously at her murderesses and 
they, in turn, sat all day and stared at her.      
                                                                              (Carter 1984:210) 
 Like the novelist, the Countess makes herself mistress of all she gazes at. 
Yet she is trapped by her own construction. She needs her gaze to be returned to 
reassure her of her power which involves deceiving her captive audience into 
thinking that she is looking at them day and night just as the omniscient narrator 
deceives her readers into thinking that she is omnipotent and present everywhere in 
her fictional world. In the end the prisoners find a way of planning their escape 
which appropriately enough involves their writing secret notes using their own 
bodily fluids. 
The birth of the reader must be at the cost of the death of the Author, Barthes 
wrote, and death is exactly what awaits the Countess when her prisoners are born 
into their new life in which they are free to construct their own narrative of their 
lives. However much Carter claims, both within the text and in her comments about 
the ending that to invite the reader is to become a producer rather than a consumer 
of the text, though she continues to exercize tight if inconspicuous control of the 
narrative throughout its duration. This raises interesting questions about how 
Barthes‟ advocacy of the writerly text is to be interpreted. Accoring to Barthes, 
The writerly text is ourselves writing, before the infinite play of the world, the world as 
function is traversed, intersected, stopped, plasticized by some singular system as 
Ideology, Genius, Criticism which reduces the plurality of entrances, the opening of 
networks, the infinity of languages. 
(Barthes 1972: 5) 
This only goes to show that, on the one hand, no author is prepared to accept 
his death at the hands of the newly born text. On the other hand an author‟s attempt 
to place limits however minimal on a multitude of signifiers that constitute the 
writerly text, according to Barthes, is doomed to be thwarted by its readers. The 
difference between readerly and writerly texts is a matter of degree, not of kind. In 
laying bare this novel‟s narrative strategies and incorporating both writer and reader 
within the fiction, Carter is merely edging the text in the direction of the ultimately 
unattainable writerly extreme of the specrum. Fevvers barely eludes the Grand 
Duke‟s carefully plotted scheme as it would make a good thriller to reify her as an 
art object. How she contrives to escape is by a double act that constitutes one of 
Carter‟s most brazen instances of narrative manipulation in the novel. While she 
puts on a sexual performance for the Grand Duke masturbating him, she puts on a 
purely fictional performance for the reader.  While bringing the Duke to a sexual 
climax she brings her fictional life in St Petersburg to its own climax by escaping in 
the Grand Duke‟s miniature replica of the train called Trans-Siberian Express. 
Vivid images like that of the wolves sweep us along with the narrative flood, 
and Carter has such confidence in its power that she can afford to leave hints of the 
wholly invented unimaginable nature of a landscape that only seems to be how it is 
described as being. Within another page Carter feels able to puncture our 
suspension of disbelief with impunity. A little later the linguistically fabricated 
nature of this landscape is made even clearer by the use of a telling metaphor. The 
Siberian landscape is nothing but an inscription on paper, and no sooner has she 
persuaded us of its presence than she destroys the illusion in typical postmodern 
fashion. This is so because she believes that fiction constitutes not a timeless, 
placeless dream world, but a form of heightened reality. As such, it needs to 
combine the tricks of the illusionist with the exposés of the sceptic. When the train 
carrying the circus is blown up by outlaws, Carter offers an equally brilliant 
instance of how words can be conjured up to make us believe anything, however 
improbable. The tigers had been housed in the wagon salon with its mirrors. After 
the crash, the tigers were all gone into the mirrors. Carter‟s explanation of this 
surrealistic phenomenon is as intellectually convincing as it is mimetically 
impossible. 
As far as the tigers are concerned, Nature disapproved of them for their 
unnatural dancing as they had frozen into their own reflections and been shattered 
too when the mirrors broke. As if that burning energy they glimpsed between the 
bars of their pelts had convulsed in a great response to the energy released in fire 
around us and, in exploding, they scattered their appearances upon that glass in 
which they had been breeding sterile reduplications. The repetition of as if and the 
stress on reflections and reduplications clearly invites us to reflect ourselves on the 
nature of fictive reflection. The way the tigers survive as fragments of reflected 
images is very reminiscent of René Magritte‟s paintings such as Le Faux Miroir 
meaning the false mirror, where the reflection of sky and clouds has become the 
color of an eye‟s iris. Part Three continues Carter‟s exploration of the nature, power 
and limits of the narrative act. Whereas Part One borrowed heavily from the genre 
of autobiography, with two digressions into gothic horror, and where as Part Two 
with its intricate plotting parodies the well-made novel, Part Three pushes the limits 
of the picaresque mode to an extreme. 
Walser here is given the same godlike powers as the novelist to reconstruct 
himself as a different subject. Yet he secretly continues his life as a reporter and 
exposer of the illusions he had become a part of. So in Part Three Carter has him 
undergo a form of death. His memory loss after the train crash and rebirth into a 
world is far more illusionistic than that found in realist fiction. When in the last 
section of the book he becomes the Shaman‟s assistant, he enters a realm in which 
there existed no difference between fact and fiction but instead a sort of magic 
realism. Walser is literally made to enter Carter‟s magic realist world of fiction 
where the miraculous forms an accepted part of the normal. Carter herself uses 
magic in her fiction because for her fiction is magic, with its ability to create an 
absolutely convincing illusion which instantly exposes itself. She has called this 
book a sort of Dickensian novel about people who absolutely could not exist. It is 
no coincidence that at the end of the book Walser, like Fevvers, is hatched out of 
the shell of unknowing. Both arrive ab ovo, hatched from the fertile brain of their 
narrative inventor. Once again Carter wishes to foreground the fictional means by 
which her characters are constructed to convince her readers of their credibility.  
In a similar vein Walser in his sceptical days wonders who had made Fevvers 
into a marvellous machine and equipped her with her story. But in many ways we 
all make ourselves up. Fictional subjects, like real subjects, can seem mere puppets 
manipulated and given a semblance of life by their narrator. Watching Fevvers and 
Lizzie walking home over Westminster Bridge Walser notes how they appear the 
size of one big doll, one small doll. In the same way the clowns are eclipsed by the 
faces they choose for themselves; they become what they choose, although once 
they have made their choice they are stuck with it for the rest of their professional 
life. Sitting down to dinner their white faces possessed the formal lifelessness of 
death masks, as if, in some essential sense, they were themselves absent from the 
repast and left untenanted replicas behind. Here we are at a double remove from the 
original subject, first painted to look other than himself, then revealed to be a 
fictional replica of that painted subject. Yet the double replication of fiction, which 
Carter makes sure to draw to our attention, serves to bring the artificiality of our 
own construction as subjects equally to our notice. 
Carter is not above having a little fun at the expense of literary critics and 
theorists who tend to resemble Walser at the start of the novel. When he reaches the 
climax of his act in the ring, Buffo starts to deconstruct himself, being nothing but a 
textual construct in the first place. And when the Escapee asks Fevvers to explain 
the significance of the mystic disappearance of the clowns who had been blown off 
the face of the earth, Fevvers responds that she is not in the right mood for literary 
criticism. If she had not bust a wing in the train-wreck, she could fly us all to 
Vladivostok in two shakes. Yet this extra-textual reference to the likely reception of 
the text is simultaneously a defence of fiction‟s right to validate the irrational and 
the magical. That significance, thought to be the main concern of literary criticism, 
is seen to be an impoverishment within the text itself. The fictional text, then, 
celebrates its own fictionality, its capacity to dazzle and deceive. 
Fevvers‟ spreading laughter at the end of the novel is that of the comic 
narrator enjoying her narrative triumph in bringing off this book-length sleight of 
hand. In deceiving Walser she has also deceived the reader into believing in her 
wings and Walser asks Fevvers why she had gone to such lengths, once upon a 
time, to convince him that she was the only fully-feathered intacta in the history of 
the world. Fevvers, as she begins to laugh, responds that she had fooled him. After 
her laugh has spread to infect the entire globe as if a spontaneous response to the 
giant comedy that endlessly unfolded beneath it she concludes that there is nothing 
like confidence. The entire fictional narrative is therefore a gigantic confidence 
trick, meant to fool us as convincingly as Fevvers fooled Walser, the fact-laden and 
skeptical auditor of her narrative. 
Dreams, fantasies and imaginings have now become a legitimate part of his 
consciousness. At the same time the absurdity of the Shaman‟s total immersion in 
this world alone had forced Walser and the reader to return to the outer world, 
although trailing clouds of glory with them. The end of this novel refuses closure as 
a typical postmodern fashion. A narrative cannot die, especially in a world of 
unending signification. Less typical is Carter‟s resistance to endorsing either fact or 
fiction in isolation. Each world is dependent on and incorporates the other. So in 
returning the control of the narrative to the reader Carter ends by not ending her 
narration. Instead she returns to blurred voices which no fundament correspondence 
going on between them. Instead, the ageless act of narration is laden with the 
potential to produce endless signifiers. 
Conclusion 
 
The present study is based on the findings and inferences derived from my critical 
assessment of the different aspects of gothic tradition in Angela Carter‟s two 
novels entitled The Magic Toyshop and Nights at the Circus. 
Carter‟s second novel The Magic Toyshop chronicles 16-year-old Melanie‟s 
coming of age under the tyrannical thumb of an uncle who runs a decidedly 
disturbing toyshop. She endures her Uncle Philip‟s abuse, learns the secret of his 
toyshop, and eventually runs away with Finn, her uncle‟s adopted son. The novel 
fits within the bounds already circumscribed by other British writers, most 
significantly Dickens. One can almost imagine cries of „Little Melanie‟ much as 
purveyors of penny dreadfuls cried out, „Little Nell‟. As Carter explained in an 
interview: “They are escaping like Adam and Eve at the end of Paradise Lost... 
The intention was that the toyshop itself should be a secularised Eden” (Haffenden 
1985:80). 
Derivation is a common feature of her writing working as a form of 
bricolage. Bricolage, as Jacques Derrida describes, builds its castles with debris. It 
provokes the thought of essence and necessity of something already there to 
recognize that the most radical discourse is that the most inventive and systematic 
engineers are surprised and circumvented by a history, a language and a world. 
They must borrow their tools from these archives. Carter is a bricoleuse par 
excellence. She builds her gothic castles out of the ruins of Western culture and, 
through her re-constructions, sabotages its mythologies. 
Carter wears her influences openly, for she is their deconstructionist, their 
saboteur. She takes what we know and, having broken it, puts it together in her 
own spiky, courteous way. She describes this revisionist strategy in a curious 
metaphor: “Just keep on chewing the cud” (Notes from the Front Line 1997: 41) 
which refers to the unique digestion process of cows. During digestion, of course, 
the consumed product is transformed and its structure breaks down and dissolves 
into different elements. In cows, this process occurs over an extended period of 
time by virtue of their three stomachs. It operates through multiple cyclings from 
one stomach to another. Similarly Carter‟s intertextuality is not limited to the 
Western tradition. Fireworks, for example, emerged in part from the time she spent 
living in Japan. One suspects that Carter‟s allusion to cows and their extended 
digestion process is a reference to Nietzsche‟s Genealogy, for her method of 
bricolage is decidedly genealogical. She proposes a historiographical model of 
„descent‟ and knits relations of power in The Magic Toyshop as well as Nights at 
the Circus. Flesh is a prime tool in her deconstructions. She removes diverse 
mythologies from the abstract by situating them within the body; it is a process of 
disturbing literalization. In “Is She Fact or Is She Fiction?: Angela Carter and the 
Enigma of Woman,” Anne Fernihough cites Carter‟s assertion that: “She likes to 
reduce everything to its material base” (Anne Fernihough 1997:102). Both novels 
are a horrific representation of the Sadeian pornographic conventions, a perfect 
example of her materialist deconstructions.  
To merge the sexual with the geological, Carter‟s brand of bricolage is an 
unending process of erection and erosion. Traveling through literary, philosophical 
and psychoanalytic archives, she attacks the phallicism of Western traditions. Her 
texticular attacks do not, however, replace phallicism with images of women and 
wolves running together. The notion of mother goddess or appeal for „Urreligions‟ 
is just as silly as the notion of father gods. 
The pursuit of the origin is an attempt to capture the exact essence of things, 
their purest possibilities, and their carefully protected identities. Carter‟s writing 
opposes the origin at every turn. Her fiction persistently declares that there is no 
essence to identity, no escape from the body, no outside to time or space and no 
site of the absolute truth. This is evident from Nights at the Circus which focuses 
on the life and exploits of its protagonist Fevvers, a Cockney virgin, hatched from 
an egg laid by unknown parents ready to develop fully fledged wings which enable 
her to fly from one place to another.  
She has employed new gothic techniques in her novels to express her 
concerns about the postmodern plight of women. In Toyshop, there is no 
traditional haunted mansion but a neogothic touch through the frightening Uncle 
Philip and his queer puppet shows. By blending horror and postmodern technique 
of feminism she created a magical effect. The novel is a critique of oppressive 
power of patriarchy of Philip and at the same time the victim Melanie, a fifteen 
year old girl resists it, so that it does not overpower her. And the whole thing gets 
justified when the house in which Uncle Philip lived gets burnt putting an end to 
all that he represented. So it is a very good reason why Carter‟s novels are read 
with so much of interest even today and have a lot of scope for research and will 
continue to be so. 
In The Nights at the Circus a similar thing is done. The protagonist, Fevvers, 
is a gothic heroine as she is hatched from an egg laid by unknown parents. She has 
fully fledged wings which enable her to fly from one place to another, in this case 
London, St. Petersburg and Siberia. She triumphs at having fooled Walser and 
Carter gloats over having fooled the reader into following her own narrative.  
Being a notable exponent of magic realism, Carter added gothic themes, 
postmodernist eclecticism, violence and eroticism to her fiction. Throughout her 
career, she utilized the language and characteristic motifs of the fantasy genre. Her 
works represent a successful combination of post-modern literary theories and 
feminist politics.     
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